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A polY-(L)-lysine (PLL) film cast on an ATR plate (ATR: attenuated total reflection) and hydrated with D20 
(80% relative humidity, 28°C) was exposed to a periodic temperature variation of f't..T/2 = +/-2 °C at the 
mean value Tmean = 28°C. Under these conditions the well known structural change from a-helix to f)-sheet 
occurred reversibly in a time range of minutes. A T-stimulation period of Tm = 14.7 min turned out to be 
adequate to induce significant phase shifts between the boundary conformations a-helixlf)-sheet and the 
conformations of transient species. So far, little experimental information was available on these transients. 
However, phase-resolved, temperature-modulated excitation infrared (T-MEIR) spectroscopy enabled enhanced 
experimental separation of strongly overlapped bands. T-MEIR spectra were obtained by phase sensitive 
detection (PSD) of periodically induced changes in the infrared spectrum of PLL. They feature dynamic 
changes of the components of the amide I' and amide II' bands, which are not easily detectable by means of 
conventional stationary infrared spectra of PLL because of strong overlapping with other bands. The advantage 
of MEIR spectra over conventional difference spectra results predominantely from the additional experimental 
parameter "modulation frequency" Wm, which enables a spreading of the signal response in a new dimension 
due to different kinetics exhibited by overlapped band components. The phases and amplitudes of resolved 
band components were analyzed by means of both curve/phase fitting and cross-correlation analysis, the 
latter resulting in 2D-FfIR spectra. Both approaches led to consistent results. Cross-correlation analysis, 
which was based so far on the computation of the synchronous and asynchronous correlation function, was 
refined by two approaches. Firstly, constraints were used, which insure that the phase lags between two 
correlated infrared bands are close to a given angle, e.g. 0° (in phase), ±180° (anti-phase), or ±90° (out of 
phase), respectively. Secondly, cross-correlation analysis was also performed with arbitrary phase correlation 
angles. Both methods enable a quick and rather accurate estimate of the relative phase lag between two 
modulated absorbances at any wavenumber in the modulation spectrum. Both, the interpretation of the 2D
IR correlation data and of the results from the curve/phase fitting analysis provided new insights in the amide 
II' region. Via phase correlation of unknown components in the amide II' region with assigned absorption 
bands in the amide I' region, it was possible to attribute components in the amide II' region with the same 
reliability as for amide 1'. 

The use of FrIR spectroscopy for studying phospholipids, 
polypeptides, and proteins is well documented. I - lo Infrared 
spectroscopy has a great sensitivity to small structural alterations. 
However, use of this potential is often limited due to strong 
band overlapping. This is especially the case when proteins 
are investigated since almost all functional groups have infrared 
active vibrational modes. 

distinguished by the difference spectrum, but also by their 
relaxation times. Absorption bands of the relaxation spectrum 
featuring the same relaxation time are considered to be cor
related, e.g. to result from the same species or functional groups. 
As in conventional difference spectroscopy, negative absor
bances are assigned to disappearing, and positive absorbances 
to appearing species upon stimulation. 

A third method, which is perhaps the most sophisticated one, 
is modulated excitation (ME) spectroscopy or just modulation 
spectroscopy.3.13-19 For a review of biological applications see 
refs 3, 18, and 26. Here, the system is excited by a periodic 
alteration of an external thermodynamic parameter, such as 
pressure p, temperature T, concentration c, electric field E, etc. 
in contrast to jump or pulse stimulation, as generally applied 
for relaxation measurements. A significant feature of ME 
spectroscopy is the variability of the stimulation frequency W m , 

resulting in an additional dimension of experimental freedom. 
If Wm is adapted to the kinetics of the system in such a way 
that 0.1 .:s WmTi .:s 10, where Ti denotes the i-th relaxation time 
of the system, then the spectroscopic response will show phase 
lags tPi with respect to the stimulation, which are typical for the 
kinetics of the stimulated process. Phase lags tPi are always 

There are different experimental techniques to reduce the 
number of overlapped bands. Difference spectroscopy reduces 
the total number of bands to those reflecting the chemical and! 
or structural differences of a system observed under the influence 
of two different external conditions. 

Enhanced selectivity is achieved by applying relaxation 
spectroscopy,1l·12 because reacting species may not only be 
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paralleled by the attenuation of the corresponding signal 
amplitudes. As a consequence, amplitude attenuation and phase 
lags are characteristic functions of the underlying dynamic 
process. Therefore, frequency variation results in further 
valuable information on the chemical reaction scheme. 17.I9 If 
the phase lags of two bands of a ME spectrum are equal, the 
corresponding vibrational modes are considered to be correlated, 
i.e. to result e.g. from the same species or functional groups. 
Cross-correlation analysis20 is one way to quantify the statistical 
dependence between absorption bands measured at different 
wavenumbers. This method may be applied to relaxation data 
as well as to modulation spectra, resulting in both cases 2D-IR 
spectra. Analysis of ME spectra by this statistical method has 
been performed for the first time by Noda and co-workers.21 - 23 

These authors have introduced the term "dynamic spectrum" 
as a synonym for "modulation spectrum" or "ME spectrum". 
However, we prefer the latter expressions, because on the one 
hand they have been introduced much earlier,16 and on the other 
hand, phase-resolved ME spectra are always an experimental 
prerequisite for the calculation of 2D-IR and 2D-FfIR spectra. 

For the sake of comparison with 2D-NMR spectroscopy, it 
should be noted that 2D-IR spectroscopy as applied here, 
correlates phases lags resulting from chemical or structural 
responses to a periodic modulation of an external thermody
namic parameter. Depending on the system under observation 
adequate stimulation frequencies may be within DC and 
gigahertz, where the upper limit is given by vibrational 
relaxation. Irrespective of the significant resolution enhance
ment achieved by spreading the spectral information on a plane 
instead of a line (e.g. phase correlation 2D-IR spectroscopy, 
and (H,H)- or (H,C)-correlated NMR spectroscopy, respec
tively), there are little common features between 2D-NMR and 
2D-IR spectroscopy. 2D-NMR is based on the coupling of 
nuclear dipoles. The corresponding time range as given by the 
spin relaxation rates is in the microsecond region. The extensive 
variety of different preparations and evolutions of a spin system 
by complex pulse sequences is typical for 2D NMR. It enables 
access to very specific information on molecular structure and 
environment.24 On the other hand, the power of 2D-IR 
spectroscopy results from the variability of external thermody
namic parameters that may be used for a selective, periodic 
stimulation of the system. 

In this application we report on ME by temperature. 
However, as mentioned above, external stimulation is not 
restricted to temperature, but may be also performed by the 
variation of the concentration of a reactant3,25-27 (also referred 
to as "chemical modulation"), by modulation of the light 
intensity,13-17,19 by modulation of the electric field,28.29 by 
modulation of the magnetic field or of the pressure, respectively. 
The application of ME techniques is optimum for reversible 
processes; however, it may also be applied to irreversible 
processes provided the time for the irreversible decay is 
significantly longer than the largest relaxation time of the 
reversible process. 19 

We have used polY-(L)-lysine hydrobromide (PLL) as a model 
peptide, because it is well established that it exhibits a significant 
a.-helix to j3-sheet conversion dependent on various thermody
namic parameters.30- 37 Lately, it could be shown that the water 
content of hydrated PLL films on an attenuated total reflectance 
(ATR) support could be controlled reproducibly and reversibly 
by temperature, resulting in pronounced secondary structural 
variations.36,38 

In this paper we concentrate on a straightforward presentation 
of the background of 2D-IR spectroscopy and on the comparison 
of results obtained from the analysis of a typical temperature 
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ME experiment by: (i) conventional curve fitting of ME spectra 
followed by phase-fitting of individual components, (ii) con
ventional correlation analysis according to ref 22, leading to 
2D-FfIR spectra with a correlation angles of 0° and 90° 
(synchronous and asynchronous correlation intensities), (iii) 
conventional correlation analysis according to ii, however. using 
constraints on phase lag values, which acts as a phase filter for 
the 2D spectrum, and (iv) phase-dependent 2D-IR correlation 
analysis. Both iii and iv enable a significantly more accurate 
determination ofrelative phase shifts between two components 
of the ME-spectrum. 

By applying T-stimulation with a period ohm = 14.7 min it 
was possible to detect transient of the reversible a.-helix to 
anti parallel j3-pleated sheet conversion of PLL. Furthermore, 
unambiguous assignments of components of the amide 11' band 
of PLL were achieved by 2D-IR spectroscopy as well as by 
phase comparison between different bands of a modulation 
spectrum. A more detailed analysis of T -ME-spectra of PLL 
will be given elsewhere.39 

II. Experimental and Analytical Section 

Materials and Sample Preparation. PolY-(L)-lysine (PLL) 
hydrobromide (Mf: 30000-70000 Da) was from Fluka Chemie 
AG, CH-9471 Buchs/Switzerland. The sample was prepared 
by dissolving a small PLL crystal in ethanol followed by 
spreading the solution on a CdTe A TR plate by means of an 
Eppendorf top. The PLL film was formed upon evaporation 
of the solvent. It was hydrated with D20 and dried again. 
Finally the film was equilibrated with circulating air of 80% 
relative D20 humidity at 28°C. The size of the internal 
reflection plate (ATR plate) was 52 x 20 x 2 mm3 with 
trapezoidal shape for an angle of incidence of e = 45°. The 
mean film thickness was about 1 Jim. 

FTIR Modulation Measurements. The FfIR measurements 
were performed on a Bruker IFS 48 FfIR spectrometer which 
was modified for modulation spectroscopy. Time-resolved data 
acquisition was performed in the normal scan mode, followed 
by a simultaneous, digital phase-sensitive detection.4oAI We 
used parallel and perpendicular polarized infrared light. The 
PLL sample attached to the ATR plate was stimulated periodi
cally by an approximately rectangular temperature course 
according to eq 1 with T mean = 28°C and !'iT = 4 0C. In order 

!'iT 4 1 
T(t) = T mean + - - L - sin(nwmt) (l) 

2 n n= 1.3,5 ..... n 

to simplify the following calculations, eq 1 was reduced to the 
contribution of the most relevant fundamental frequency Wm (n 
= 1), ignoring the factor 4/n. 

(la) 

The modulation period was rm = 14.7 min corresponding to an 
angular frequency of Wm = 2nlrm = 0.43 min-I. The 
temperature in the cell was monitored by a thermocouple. This 
very slow T-modulation frequency could easily be achieved by 
switching alternatively the water circulation through the heat 
exchanger of the ATR cell between a low (26°C) and a high 
(30 0C) temperature thermostat. It should be noted, however, 
that T -modulation spectroscopy is not restricted to such slow 
processes since modulation frequencies up to 100 Hz have been 
reported by the application of a chopped laser light source.42 A 
scheme of the ATR cell was published earlier. 2.3 Demodulation 
was carried out by digital phase sensitive detection (PSD) 
according to refs 3, 18, 40, 41. In order to describe the 
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principles of this procedure we assume a hannonic stimulation 
(1 a), resulting in a hannonic spectral response according to 

A(v,t) = Amean(v) + M(v,t) = 
Amean(v) + (Mo(v)/2) sin(wmt - ¢(v» + O(2wm) (2) 

where A(v,t) denotes the total time dependent absorbance of 
the infrared signal at wavenumber V, Amean(v) is the stationary 
(mean) absorbance at wavenumber V, and M(v,t) is the time 
dependent (modulated) part of the infrared signal at wavenumber 
v as a response to the T-stimulation. Mo(v)12 denotes the 
amplitude of the modulated infrared signal with angular 
frequency Wm (modulation frequency, fm = wml2:n:), and ¢(v) 
is the phase shift of the modulated IR signal with respect to the 
T -stimulation, referred to as "absolute phase shift". O(2wm) 
stands for the overtones of the system response. In the case of 
a hannonic stimulation, the appearance of overtones is an 
unambiguous indicator for nonlinear processes, i.e. nonlinear 
kinetic responses of PLL to T -stimulation. In our application, 
PLL exhibits significant amounts of first overtone response 
indicating that the reversible a. helix to fJ pleated sheet 
conversion cannot be described only by first-order kinetics. A 
more detailed analysis of this relevant aspect will be given 
elsewhere.39 It should be noted that a general unhannonic 
stimulation would lead to corresponding overtones also by a 
linear system, i.e. the detected overtones may result from linear 
and nonlinear system responses. In the case of a rectangular 
stimulation as applied here (see eq 1); however, the second 
overtone is absent which means that detected 2wm signals39 are 
also unambiguous indicators for a nonlinear system behavior. 
The modulated part of eq 2 may be separated into two 
orthogonal components 

where M'(v) and M"(v) denote the peak-to-peak amplitudes 
of the components with 0° and 90° phase shift with respect to 
the stimulation eq 1a. Comparison of 2a with 2 results in: 

Mo(v) = JM'(V)2 + M"(V)2 and 

(
M"(V») 

¢(v) = arctan M'(v) (2b) 

On the other hand the phase-sensitive detector (PSD) converts 
selectively the periodic spectral changes related to the external 
perturbation with frequency Wm into a DC signal, which depends 
on the phase shift ¢(v) and on the phase setting </>rSD of the 
phase-sensitive detector. This detector eliminates all infrared 
bands that are not affected by the external perturbation, i.e. the 
DC part of the spectrum which is not labeled by the frequency 
Wm' A PSD with hannonic demodulation40.41 converts the input 
(eq 2) into the following output 

M(v,¢rSD) = KMo(v) cos(¢(v) - ¢rSD) = 
KMO(V) cos(¢(v) - ¢gSD - I'l.¢rSD) (3) 

M(V,</>rSD) denotes the absorbance modulation spectrum 
measured at phase setting </>rSD, which is a free experimental 
parameter. It may be separated into a constant initial setting 
tP~SD and a variable part I'l.</>rSD' K is a constant factor which 
results as product of several apparative constants. tP(v) denotes 
the absolute phase shift (see above) which indicates the delay 
of the chemical or conformational response of the system with 
respect to the stimulation (eq 1a). According to eq 3 phase
resolved modulation spectra are obtained by measuring at 

Muller et al. 

different c/>PSD settings. The intensity of the modulation spectrum 
at wavenumber v is maximum if tP(v) - </>rSD is zero, i.e. </>rSD 
= tP(v). On the other hand, the signal vanishes if tP(v) - </>rSD 
= ±90°, whereas the minimum is reached at tP(v) - c/>PSD = 
180°. Thus ¢(v) is an experimentally accessible quantity. 

Alternatively, the right hand side of eq 3 may be considered 
as superposition of N modulation spectra Mi (V,tPPSD,tPi), 
assigned to N populations featuring N different relaxation times, 
building up the system and featuring distinct phase shifts tPi 
(i = I, 2, ... , N) according to eq 3a. These spectra are referred 
to as "normal spectra" in formal analogy to the normal vibrations 
in spectroscopy. Mo;(v) denotes the absorbance amplitude 

N 

M(V'¢PSD) = LMi(v'¢PSD'¢) = 
i=1 

N 

K LMoi(v) COS(¢i - ¢PSD) (3a) 
i=1 

spectrum of the i-th population of excited species. Since ¢i 
depends on the time required for the reaction of the i-th 
population to the external stimulation, it represents a typical 
kinetic parameter. One may conclude that all absorption bands 
of MOi(v), have the same kinetics, and therefore can be 
attributed to vibrational modes of a distinct population of 
molecular species or functional groups. Such bands are 
considered to be correlated. In order to make maximum use of 
the potential of modulation spectroscopy the excitation fre
quency Wm should be matched to the chemical relaxation time 
Ti of the i-th population in such a way that 0.1 ::; WmTi::; 10. 
Under this condition significant absolute and relative phase shifts 
may be expected. 17.l 9 Since Wm is an experimental parameter, 
modulation spectroscopy gains an additional dimension with 
respect to classical relaxation methods. This advantage enables 
enhanced selectivity in signal detection. 

CurveIPhase-Fitting Procedure. The aim of this procedure 
was the evaluation of the N normal spectra Moi(v) (i = 1, 2, ... , 
N) and the corresponding phase lags tPi as described by eq 3a 
in the preceding section. These data form the basis for a 
rigorous kinetic analysis. Access was made in two steps: First, 
curve fitting of M(V,c/>PSD.k) was performed, where k denotes 
the k-th phase setting of the PSD (k = 1, 2 .... , P). Furthermore, 
we assumed that there are M band components necessary in 
order to reproduce each one of the P phase-resolved ME spectra. 
The j-th band (j = 1, 2, ... , M) is characterized by three 
parameters: Band position VjO, half-width at half height 
(HWHH) I'l.V1l2j and band area Ajk. The index k denotes the 
k-th phase-resolved spectrum (k = 1,2, ... , P). It should be noted 
that for a given band component j, the band position vjO and 
the HWHH I'l.v1l2j, once determined as mean values of corre
sponding components in a set of phase-resolved ME-spectra as 
well as of all stationary spectra,39 were kept constant for all P 
phase settings. Lorentzian line shapes were used throughout. 

In a second step we have evaluated the dependence of the 
area of each component j on the k-th phase setting </>rSD.k (k = 
1, 2, ... , P), i.e. of the set Ajk obtained in the first step above. 
The maximum amplitude AOj and the corresponding phase lag 
¢j were obtained by fitting the set of data to the function AOj 
cos ¢j. This was done with all of the M Lorentzian components 
of the P phase resolved ME spectra. Finally, the superposition 
of those amplitude maxima AOj featuring the same absolute phase 
angle ¢j formed the population MOi(v) (normal spectrum) of 
excited species as defined by eq 3a. All bands of the spectrum 
MOi(v) are considered to be correlated, i.e. to result from the 
same species or functional groups because they exhibit the same 
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absolute phase lag cjJ; = cjJj in the whole wavenumber range 
(i = I, 2, ... , N, j = 1, 2,00', M, N =s M). 

Both, the methodological procedure of curve fitting and the 
determination of amplitude and phase shift diagrams from 
periodic IR signals were based on iterative computer routines 
using least squares methods. For details the reader is referred 
to refs 36, 39. 

2D Phase-Correlation Analysis. Let M(V,cjJI.PSD) and 
M(V,cfJ2.PSD) be two modulation spectra according to eq 3, where 
cjJj.PSD and cjJ2.PSD denote two distinct PSD phase settings. The 
corresponding cross-correlation integral K(Vj,V2,cjJ) with respect 
to the variable cjJpSD is then given by 

According to eq 3, cjJ~SD and licjJpSD denote the arbitrary initial 
and the variable phase setting of the PSD, respectively, whereas 
cp is the correlation angle. As soon as the stationary state is 
reached, which is the case after about three times the longest 
relaxation time i max, the cross-correlation function becomes 
independent of the initial phase setting cjJ~SD according to eq 4. 

Integration and rearrangement of eq 4 result in 

K(vl'v2,cp) = ~K2Mo(vj)Mo(V2) x 

[cos(4)(v2) - 4>(Vj)) cos cp + sin(4)(vz) - 4>(v j»sin cp] (5) 

Introduction of the synchronous and asynchronous correlation 
intensities 

<I>(Vl'Vz) = ~K2Mo(Vj)Mo(Vz) cos(4)(vz) - 4>(v j» = 

<lo(vl'vz) cos(4)(vz) - 4>(v j» (6) 

and 

W(Vj;Vz) = ~K2Mo(Vj)Mo(Vz)Sin(4>(V2) - 4>(v j» = 

<lo(i\,v2)sin(4>(vz) - 4>(v j» (7) 

respectively, leads to the expression 

The abbreviation no introduced in eqs 6 and 7 

(9) 

denotes the maximum intensity of both, the synchronous and 
asynchronous correlation function. It follows from eq 9 that a 
weak band, e.g. at Vlo may still result in a cross peak of 
significant intensity if correlation occurs with an intense band, 
e.g. at iiz. This is a valuable help for an unambiguous 
assignment of components in overlapped bands, as soon as the 
assignment of an intense reference band at V2 is established (see 
e.g. amide l'/amide IT' correlations below). 

In order to calculate the synchronous and asynchronous 
correlation functions from experimental data (modulation (ME) 
spectra), trigonometric angle-difference relations have to be 
applied to eqs 6 and 7, resulting in 
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and 

with 

and 

a'(i\) = KMO(Vj) cos cjJ(Vj) 

a'(vz) = KMo(vz) cos 4>(v2) (12) 

a"(vz) = KMo(vz) cos( 4>(vz) - ID = KMo(vz) sin 4>(vz) 

(13) 

Comparison of eqs 12 and 13 with eq 3 leads to the 
conclusion that a' denotes the absorbance of a modulation 
spectrum at a given wavenumber detected with a phase setting 
cjJPSD = 0°, whereas a" denotes the corresponding absorbance 
of the orthogonal modulation spectrum, obtained with phase 
setting cjJpSD = 90°. 

It should be noted, however, that from a set of phase-resolved 
modulation spectra (cf. Figure lB) any pair of spectra that have 
a relative phase shift of 90° may be selected arbitrarily, because 
in the stationary state the cross-correlation integral (eq 4) is 
independent of the initial setting cjJgSD of the phase-sensitive 
detector. Therefore, eqs 12 and 13 may be written in the more 
general form (eqs 12a and 13a) (see also eq 3) 

and 

a'(v j) = KMO(V j) cos(4)(Vj) - 4>~SD) 

a'(vz) = KMo(v2) cos(4)(vz) - 4>gSD) 

a"(i\) = KMo(v j ) cos(4)(Vj) - 4>~SD - ID = 

(l2a) 

KMo(v j) sin(4)(i\) - 4>~SD) 

a"(v2) = KMo(v2) COS(4)(V2) - 4>gSD - ID = 

KMo(v2) sin(4)(vz) - 4>gSD) (13a) 

where cjJgSD denotes an arbitrary initial value. 
Thus 2D diagrams of the synchronous and asynchronous 

correlation functions may be calculated point by point in the 
Vj/vz-plane according to eqs 10 and II, making use of eqs 12a 
and 13a. This was done by means of a PASCAL program using 
MATHEMATIC A plot routines. For the sake of comparison 
it should be remarked that the analytical asynchronous function 
defined by eq II has opposite sign to the asynchronous function 
defined by Nodaz2 since in this paper we related the function 
to sin(cjJ(vz) - cjJ(vd) while Noda has used the notation sin
(cjJ(Vj) - cjJ(V2». 

III. Results 

111.1. Temperature Modulated Excitation Infrared (T
MEIR) Spectra of Poly-(L)-lysine Hydrobromide (PLL). DC 
Spectrum. Figure IA shows the DC spectrum which represents 
the mean absorbance of the hydrated PLL film (80% relative 
humidity DzO, 28°C). The composite band centered at 1640 
cm- j is the amide l' band (~80% v(C=O» and the broad, less 
structured band at 1450 cm- j is predominantely amide IT' 
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Figure 1. Parallel polarized temperature-modulated infrared spectra 
(T-MEIR) of a poly-(L)-lysine deuteriobromide (PLL) film hydrated 
with ~O (80% relative humidity at 25°C). The film was deposited 
on a CdTe plate. Rectangular temperature stimulation with a period 
rrn = 14.7 min was applied according to eq 1 at a mean temperature 
Trneon = 28°C, with an amplitude of t.T/2 = 2°C. Angle of light 
incidence e = 45°. Mean number of active internal reflections N = 
9-10. (A) Stationary part of the T-MEIR spectrum of PLL. (8) Set 
of pha~e-resolved T-MEIR spectra of PLL after phase-sensitive 
detection (PSD) at phase settings Q>pSD = 0-157.5° (phase resolution 
t.t/>PSD = 22.5° ) with respect to the stimulation. t/>PSD = 0° means 
in-phase with temperature switching from 26°C to 30 °C. Heat transfer 
to the sample resulted in a phase lag of t/>-rnMJ> = 25° (see text). The 
spectra have been corrected with respect to the swelling effect due to 
the variation of the water content of the PLL layer during aT-cycle 
(see text and ref 39). (C) Typical results of curve fitting of the T-MEIR 
spectra of PLL in the amide 1'/11' regions at phase settings ti>PsD = 45° 
(a), and t/>PSD = 135° (b). Lorentzian lineshapes were used. The dotted 
line denotes the experimental T-MEIR spectrum after swelling correc
tion (see Results: Section 111.1, T-MEIR Spectra). 
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(~60% o(N-D). It is well known that both vibrations are 
sensitive to the secondary structure of proteins and of polypep
tides. 1 The contribution of the o(HOD) vibrational mode, which 
is expected at 1450 cm- I and therefore would mask the amide 
II' band, is negligible because there is no visible v(OH) 
stretching band. D20 bending (O(D20)) is observed at 1200 
cm- I , while the band at 1160 cm- I results from anti symmetric 
ND3-bending (Oas(ND3 +)). 

T-ME1R Spectra. Figure 1B presents phase resolved infrared 
T -modulation spectra of the hydrated PLL film. A constant 
initial PSD phase setting of rp~SD = 0° was selected, whereas 
the variable phase setting !1</JpSD was altered stepwise by 
!1!1</JpSD = 22.5°. The T-stimulation period rm was 14.7 min. 
In this set of eight phase-resolved spectra the intensities 
!1A(V,rpPSD) = !1A(v,(k - 1)!1!1</JpSD) with k = 1,2, ... , P = 8, 
feature the periodic structural changes of the sample due to a 
periodic external temperature stimulation (cf. eqs 1-3). Con
sidering e.g. the amide l' region at increasing !1</JpSD settings, 
two prominent components located at 1685 and 1614 cm- I , 

featuring anti parallel ,B-sheet, are increasing, while the intense 
1635 cm- I band, assigned to the a.-helix,43 is decreasing. The 
respective bands behave anticyclic. This is not the case for 
some weaker bands in the amide l' /II' region, which therefore 
most likely have to be assigned to intermediate species. As 
concluded from visual inspection of Figure IB and from curve 
fitting as well as from 2D-correlation analysis, these intermedi
ates exhibit absorbance maxima at different PSD phase settings. 
This observation clearly indicates that there are structural do
mains in PLL with different kinetic responses to the T
stimulation. 

It should be noted, however, that original T -ME ATR spectra 
of PLL are a superposition of the phase-resolved spectra as 
shown in Figure 1B and of a weak ME spectrum with the 
following features: (i) The band shapes are very similar to those 
of the stationary part shown in Figure I A. (ii) All components 
exhibit an absolute phase shift which is 1800 offset to that of 
bound water, i.e. of D20 stretching (v(D20)) near 2500 cm- 1 

and D20 bending (O(D20)) near 1200 cm- I . In order to 
understand this systematic perturbation, one has to be aware 
that the intensity of the evanescent wave declines exponentially 
with the perpendicular distance from the internal reflection 
element (IRE).3 The decay constant (penetration depth) is 
generally in the order of the wavelength of light in the IRE, i.e. 
in the micrometer range. As a consequence the contribution 
of a PLL molecules to the intensity of the spectrum decreases 
with increasing vertical distance from the IRE. Because the 
PLL layer under examination is exposed to a constant relative 
humidity produced at the external (room) temperature of 25°C, 
lowering of the sample temperature led to a significant hydration 
of the sample resulting in a significant increase of the layer 
thickness (swelling). Although the number of PLL molecules 
remained constant in the sample, swelling led to a decrease of 
absorbance, because a certain amount of molecules were 
elevated to larger distances from the IRE, i.e. into regio~s with 
reduced electric field strengths. Therefore, the ME spectra 
shown in Figure IB have been compensated for the so-called 
swelling effect, taking account of the fact that the penetration 
depth of IR light varies with the wavelength. For details the 
reader is referred to ref 39. 

Finally, an interesting behavior of the CH2-stretching (v(CH2)) 

bands in the 2800-3000 cm- I region should be mentioned. 
Obviously, the phase-resolved ME-spectra shown in Figure 1B 
are dominated by V(CH2) bands which move in-phase with the 
antiparallel pleated sheet bands, e.g. with the 168511614 cm- I 

components. There is only a weak appearance of the corre
sponding v(CH2) bands in the a.-helical state. Looking closer, 
S-shaped bands39.44.45 of both, vs(CH2) and vas(CH2) are rec-
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ognized, featuring e.g. Vs(CH2) at 2864 cm- I in the f3-sheet (in
tense component, Figure IB), and at 2869 cm- I in the a-helix. 
This shift to higher frequencies is typical for order (all-trans) 
to disorder transitions in hydrocarbon chains.46 Comprehensive 
theoretical and experimental work has been performed in this 
field by Zerbi and co-workers aiming to a better understanding 
of local and collective conformational flexibilities of chain mol
ecules using vibrational spectra as a probe.47.48.49 The depen
dence of frequencies, band shapes, and half-width and intensities 
of various CH2-vibrations on the molecular structure has been 
analyzed by means of normal mode and ab initio calculations. 
Intensities were calculated based on the assumption of a linear 
dependence of the total electric molecular dipole moment on 
the atomic displacements. Typical parameters of this model 
are the electronic point charge at equilibrium on each atom, 
the dependence of this point charge on the internal coordinates, 
and the vibrational displacements in terms of the internal coor
dinates of a given normal mode. It was found that a small 
shortening of the C-H-bond length may lead to a significant 
enhancement of both, the frequency, and the atomic charges. 
The latter causes a decrease of the intensity of the corresponding 
mode. For details the reader is referred to the original literature 
cited in refs 47-49. In the view of this finding, the behavior 
v(C-H) ME bands as observed in Figure lB may be explained 
as follows: The lysine side chains assume an extended confor
mation in the f3-sheet and a disordered structure with gauche 
defects in the a-helix. Due to the upwards frequency shift one 
may conclude to a C-H-bond shortening paralleled by an en
hancement of the atomic charges and a corresponding decrease 
of the intensity. This effect might be even enhanced by the 
observation made with pD dependent measurements of dissolved 
PLL and lysine monomer, giving reasonable evidence for a 
deprotonated f-amino group in the f3-sheet and a protonated 
amino group in the a-helix.44.45 The charged f-amino group 
could further lead to an enhancement of the atomic charges in 
the side chain, i.e. to a decrease of the band intensities of 
v(C-H) of the lysine residue in the a-helical conformation. 

Internal Phase Reference. Since the nominal zero phase at 
the PSD (c/JrSD = 0) is related to the switching point from low 
temperature (26°C) to high temperature (30 0C), a phase lag 
introduced by the delayed conduction of heat from circulating 
thermostated water to the sample must be taken into account. 
Direct measurement of the temperature in the ATR cell by 
means of a thermocouple revealed a phase lag of «hEMP = 25°,39 
i.e. PSD of the T -signal resulted in a signal maximum at I'l.c/JrSD 
= 25°. For the ease of comparison, we have looked for an 
internal phase reference. Since the observed conformational 
changes of PLL critically depend on the amount of bound water 
it seemed adequate to take the D20 bending vibration 0(D20) 
at 1200 cm- I as a reference. This band is only weakly over
lapped at the low frequency side by the anti symmetric ND3 + 
bending vibration 0.s(ND3+) at 1160 cm- I . A prerequisite for 
the use of 0(D20) as a phase reference is, however, that water 
adsorption and desorption are fast processes compared to the 
stimulation period of 'fm = 14.7 min in order to avoid further 
phase lags. Since the time course of the sample temperature 
behaves anti cyclic with respect to that of sample hydration, we 
have to check whether the absolute phase shift of 0(D20) fulfills 
the condition 1/>(1200 cm-I) = ¢o20 = «hEMP + 180° = 205°. 
In order to determine ¢o20, the absolute phase shift of 0(D20) 
by visual inspection of Figure IB, we concentrate on the PSD 
setting I'l.c/JrSD that results in zero amplitude of the 0(D20) ME 
signal. 

This happens at the nominal phase setting I'l.c/JrSD = 112.5° 
as indicated by Figure lB, where the water ME band at 1200 
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cm- I is nearly absent (very weak negative band, whereas 
0.s(ND3 +) at 1160 cm- I has a slightly positive absorbance. 
According to eq 3 zero absorbance is expected for I/>(v) -

I/>~SD - I'l.c/JrSD = ±90°. Since in our application I/>~SD = 0°, 
one obtains for the corresponding phase angles 1/>(1200 cm- I ) 

= 202.5°, or 1/>(1200 cm- I ) = 22.5°, respectively. The latter 
represents a ME signal which is "in-phase" with T -stimulation, 
whereas the former denotes an "anti-phase" ME signal. Since 
temperature and hydration move in anti-phase, as already 
mentioned above, one can conclude the absolute phase shift of 
0(D20) to be I'l.c/JrSD = ¢o20 ~ 202.5° which is close to the 
required value of I'l.c/JrSD = 205°, thus justifying 0(D20) as an 
approximate internal phase reference, at least under the actual 
experimental conditions. As a consequence, the relative phase 
shift between 0(D20) and the signals of the i-th excited 
population results in 1'l.¢o20 = 1/>;-¢o20 ~ 1/>;-180°, i.e. one obtains 
a good approximation for the absolute phase shift of the i-th 
population by 

I'l.l/>tSD (i-th population) - l'l.¢tSD (D20) + 180° (14) 

I'l.l/>tSD denotes PSD phase settings resulting in corresponding 
ME amplitude states between which the relative phase shift has 
to be measured. Thus * may denote a minimum, a maximum, 
a zero crossing with a given sign of the slope, or any other 
significant state which is easily detectable in the two corre
sponding phase resolved ME bands. 

111.2. Curve-Fitting Analysis and Phase Correlation. 
Obviously, phase-resolved modulation spectra (Figure lB) 
enable a significance in the detection of small transient bands, 
that could hardly be achieved on the basis of stationary 
absorption spectra because of too strong overlapping (Figure 
lA). The modulation spectrum measured at I'l.c/JrSD = 135° 
(Figure lB, second trace from top and Figure lC(b)) is 
exemplary for the resolving power of ME-spectroscopy. Since 
the most intense ME bands resulting from a-helix (1635 cm- I ) 

and anti parallel f3-sheet (1614/1685 cm- I ) exhibit a minimum 
and two maxima, respectively, at the phase setting I'l.c/JrSD = 
45° (Figure lB, third trace from bottom and Figure lC(a)), it 
follows from eq 3 that these three intense signals should vanish 
at I'l.c/JrSD = 45° + 90° = 135°, which is indeed the case. Three 
new bands become visible; they are not erased by the 90° phase 
shift because they exhibit absolute phase shifts different from 
a-helix and f3-sheet. The new bands may be assigned to a 
second, transient antiparallel f3-sheet (1609/1680 cm- I ) and to 
f3-turns (weak transient band at 1661 cm- I ). Thus already visual 
inspection of the phase-resolved modulation spectra of PLL 
(Figure lB) enables the location of six experimentally resolved 
components in the amide I' region and their corresponding 
(correlated) components in the amide II' region. A seventh 
amide I' component at 1646 cm- I could only be detected by 
dichroic difference spectroscopy.39 

Phase-resolved modulation spectra are optimum for the 
evaluation of the most critical curve-fitting parameters, as the 
band position Vo and the half-width at half height (HWHH) 
I'l.V1/2. Knowledge of these parameters is a prerequisite for a 
significant quantitative analysis of an overlapped band by curve
fitting, because the unknowns are then reduced to the band areas. 

In the case of PLL, curve fitting was a prerequisite for the 
accurate evaluation of the absolute phase shifts of the individual 
band components. These data enabled on the one hand a 
considerable enhancement of the reliability of the assignment 
of band components by means of phase correlation, and on the 
other hand a kinetic analysis of the stimulated process.39 
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TABLE 1: Results of Amplitude/Pbase Fitting" 

Vj.bcm-l 1685 1680 
L'lVIn,i,c cm- l 3 3 
MOj,d cm- l 0.16 0.16 
</>j,' deg II 19 

amide I' components 

1661 
13 
0.21 

314 

1646 
9 
0.41 

210 

1635 
15 

1.90 
188 

1614 
8 
1.59 

14 

1609 
6 
0.21 

66 

1484 
7 
0.21 

17 

amide II' components 

1468 
12 
0.35 

186 

1460 
12 
0.04 

195 

1448 
10 
0.44 

14 

1438 
II 
0.21 

187 

MUller et al. 

1428 
9 
0.15 

342 

1200 
25 

1.17 
182 

a Curve fitting of ME spectra of a hydrated layer of polY-L-lysine deuteriobromide (PLL. Figure IB) was performed in the spectral range of 1700 
to 1400 cm- l using 13 Lorentzian components. First, at each of the 8 PSO phase settings </>Pso (see Figure IB) the individual band areas M j = 
M(Vj,</>h</>rSO) were determined by least squares line shape analysis using constant mean values for the band positions Vj and the half widths at half 
height L'lVl/2J (j = 1, 2 ...... 13). Second, the maximum absorbance MOj of each set of the k-th phase resolved ME bands and the corresponding phase 
shift </>j were determined by a least squares analysis with respect to eq 3. The phase values were corrected with respect to the delayed heat transfer 
though the ATR cell which resulted in a phase lag </>TEMP = 250

, and with respect to swelling effects due to the variation of the water content of 
the layer.39 Since 0(020) may be used as internal phase reference, the parameters of this band are also shown in this table. The modulation period 
was Tm = 14.7 min. b Mean wavenumber of k-th Lorentzian ME band component, k = 1,2, .... ,13, for details see ref 39. C Mean half width at half 
height (HWHH) of the j-th Lorentzian ME band component, j = I, 2, ..... , 13, for details see ref 39. d Maximum integrated absorbance of the j-th 
ME band component reached at the PSO phase setting </>Pso = </>j' see eq 3. Relative standard error 2-10% depending on band intensity.39 e Absolute 
phase shift of j-th ME band component corrected for the experimental phase lag </>TEMP = 25° due to the delayed heat transfer from the circulating 
thermostated water to the sample, cf. section III. I. (internal phase reference). The sign of the phase shifts indicated in this table are related to eq 
2. Relative standard error 3-10% depending on band intensity.39 For details see ref 39. 

Figure 1 C presents typical results of curve fitting in the amide 
r,IT'-regions of two T-MEIR spectra measured at phase settings 
!),,¢PSD = 45° (a) and 135° (b), respectively. Since eq 3 holds 
for any arbitrary band of the ME spectrum, one may sort out 
the bands with respect to their phase angles. According to eq 
3a M;(V,¢PSD,¢;) denotes the i-th normal spectrum, i.e. all ME 
bands of this spectrum exhibit a common phase shift ¢;. These 
bands are attributed to the i-th population of species, e.g. 
molecules, functional groups, conformations. Such a group of 
ME bands is considered to be correlated with respect to the 
temperature stimulation, i.e. to exhibit the same kinetics. As 
an example, the absolute phase angles ¢; corresponding to the 
infrared components at 1685, 1614, 1484, and 1448 cm- 1 are 
almost identical, thus indicating that they belong to the same 
species or structural domain. From previous investigations I 
there is an unambiguous assignment of the 1685 and 1614 cm- l 

bands to antiparallel fj-pleated sheet structure. So far, assign
ments of components in the amide IT' region had a considerably 
lower reliability than those in the amide l' region due to stronger 
overlapping and weaker intensities of the components, as shown 
by Figure lA. By phase correlation with amide 1', however, it 
is now possible to assign the amide IT' components with the 
same reliability as those of the amide I' band. Therefore, the 
bands at 1484 and 1448 cm- 1 result unambiguously from 
antiparallel fj-pleated sheet structure. Further correlations can 
be found from the results of amplitude/phase fitting, summarized 
in Table 1. 

111.3. 2D Correlation Analysis of T-MEIR Spectra of 
POlY-(L)-lysine (PLL). In the preceding section the experi
mental data have been analyzed quantitatively by fitting 
procedures, which result in unambiguously the most detailed 
information on amplitudes and phase shifts, however, on the 
expense of time. 

A more rapid way of data treatment is based on a cross
correlation analysis of two modulation spectra obtained at two 
different phase settings of the PSD (¢PSD). Generally the two 
settings are 90° apart from each other. The cross-correlation 
integral as defined by eq 4 gives information on the statistical 
dependence of induced phase shifts ¢(v) at different spectral 
regions. A 2D representation of the corresponding cross-corre
lation integral enables a quick estimation of relative phase shift 
¢(V2) - ¢(VI) between two bands of the IR spectrum located at 
wavenumbers VI and V2. 2D correlation analysis of IR modula
tion spectra was reported for the first time by Noda and co
workers.21 

Figure 2A shows the three-dimensional fishnet representation 
of a synchronous correlation function <I>(VI,V2) (see eqs 6 and 

SYNCHRONOUS CORRELATION INTENSITY 

a: 
w 

1400 

~ 1500 
=> z w 
~ 
3: 

1600 

1700 

SYNCHRONOUS CORRELATION INTENSITY 

1700 1600 1500 
Figure 2. (A) Three-dimensional fishnet plot of the synchronous 20-
IR correlation function <l>(V},V2) between two parallel polarized T-MEIR 
spectra of poly-(L)-Iysine separated by 90° relative phase shift computed 
in the spectral range of 1700-1400 cm- l according to eq 10. Ordinate 
scaling/(lOs mAlP). (B) Contour plot of the synchronous 20-IR 
correlation function shown in Figure 2A. 

10). while Figure 2B presents the corresponding contour plot. 
Positive and negative cross intensities between IR-bands of 
hydrated PLL are observed. According to eq 6 the sign of the 
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ASYNCHRONOUS CORRELATION INTENSITY 

Figure 3. Three-dimensional fishnet plot of the asynchronous 2D-IR 
correlation function lP(V),V2) between two parallel polarized T-MEIR 
spectra of polY-(L)-lysine separated by 90° relative phase shift computed 
in the spectral range of 1700- 1400 em -[ according to eq II. Ordinate 
scaling/(105 mAU2). 
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cross signal depends on the relative phase shift between the 
two frequencies under observation. ct>(Vj,V2) becomes maximum 
if the two signals are in-phase, i.e. ¢(V2) - ¢(v,) = 0°, and 
minimum if the two signals are in anti-phase, i.e. ¢(V2) - ¢(v,) 

= 180°. The synchronous cross-correlation intensity vanishes 
for ¢(V2) - ¢(v,) = ±90°. Correspondingly, the asynchronous 
correlation function, W(V"V2) (eqs 7 and 11), which is shown 
as fishnet plot in Figure 3, becomes maximum at ¢(V2) - ¢(v,) 

= 90°, and minimum at ¢(V2) - ¢(Vl = +270° (-90°). It 
vanishes at ¢(V2) - ¢(vd = 0° and 180°, as follows from eq 7. 
Intermediate relative phase shifts result in cross intensities in 
both, the synchronous and the asynchronous correlation function. 
This situation, which is usual for a complex system, may 
considerably complicate the interpretation of 2D plots. 

In order to facilitate a significant interpretation of 2D plots, 
we suggest in this paper two modifications of data treatment: 
(i) Phase filtering by setting constraints on phase lags, and (ii) 
correlation phase (cp) dependent 2D-IR spectroscopy, which 
makes use of eq 8 by setting the correlation angle cp to any 
arbitrary value (in contrast to the usual settings of cp = 0° and 
cp = 90°), and plotting the resulting cross-correlation integral 
K(Vj,V2,CP)· 

B 
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• • • • 
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• • · 1500 . · • I • · • · · 
1600 • ~ . • • • • .. - • . 
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Figure 4. Reduction of the number of cross-correlation peak maxima of the synchronous correlation function of PLL shown as 2D FfIR plot in 
Figure 2 and Figure 4A by limiting the range of admitted relative phase shifts !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) between two correlated bands at VI and V2. Cross peak 
intensities are visualized by the size of filled circles: big size, medium size, and small size circles denote correlation intensities between 300.0-
30.0 mAU2, 30.0-8.0 mAU2, and 8.0-3.0 mAU2, respectively. The diagonal peaks (auto peaks) indicate the positions of T-MEIR vibrations in 
the spectral range 1700-1400 em-I. (A) All positive cross peaks except those smaller than 3.0 mAU2. (B) Reduced number of positive cross 
peaks due to filtering according to -30° < !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) < 30°. (C) Reduced number of positive cross peaks due to filtering according to -20° 
< !/>(V2) - !/>(h) < 20°. (D) Reduced number of positive cross peaks due to filtering according to -10° < !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) < 10°. Ordinate: h 
Abscissa: V2. 
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TABLE 2: In-Phase Correlations between Amide 1'111' Components Evaluated by 2D-FTIR Spectroscopy (Positive Cross Peaks 
of the Synchronous)a 

correlated infrared bands assignmentsh 

1684 
anti parallel 
{3-pleated sheet 
1636 
a-helix 
1615 
anti parallel 
{3-pleated sheet 

1615 
anti parallel 
{3-pleated sheet 
1468 
a-helix 
1448 
antiparallel 
p-pleated sheet 

relative phase shifts:' 
¢( V2) - ¢l(VI). deg 

-8.2 

9.6 

-2.1 

uncertainties of relative phase shifts:d 

M¢l(V2) - ¢l(VI)]. deg 

4.8 

1.3 

1.6 

a Assignment and correlation of the in-phase components in the amide I' and amide II' regions related to a-helix. antiparallel {3-pleated sheet and 
turn structures of polY-(L)-lysine deuteriobromide (PLL) by means of the positive part of the synchronous correlation function cI>(VI,V2) (Figure 2. 
eqs 6 and 10). Relative phase shifts ¢l(V2) - ¢l(VI) have been calculated by means of eq 15, making use of the asynchronous correlation function. 
too. b Standard face for established assignments. I boldface for new assignments found for 2D correlation analysis. C' The deviation from 0° by 
approximately ±IO° may result from the fact that correlation functions are calculated from partially overlapped ME spectra, as well as from phase 
lags introduced by the kinetics of the stimulated process. d Statistical uncertainties calculated according to eqs 19 and 21 with ~a = 0.5 mAU as 
absorbance error with 95% confidence limit. The real uncertainties may be considerably higher due to intrinsic systematic uncertainties of 2D 
correlation analysis because of band overlapping in the base ME spectra, see Appendix. 
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Figure 5. Reduction of the number of cross-correlation peak minima of the synchronous correlation function of PLL shown as 2D FfIR plot in 
Figure 2 and Figure SA by limiting the range of admitted relative phase shifts ¢l(V2) - ¢l(VI) between two correlated bands at VI and V2. Cross peak 
intensities are visualized by the size of filled circles: big size, medium size, and small size circles denote correlation intensities between -300 and 
-30.0 mAUl, -30.0 and -8.0 mAUl, and -8.0 and -3,0 mAUl, respectively. The diagonal peaks (auto peaks) indicate the positions of T-MEIR 
vibrations in the spectral range 1700-1400 cm- I. (A) All negative cross peaks except those smaller than 3.0 mAU2 absolute value. (B) Reduced 
number of negative cross peaks due to filtering according to 150° < ¢l(V2) - ¢l(VI) < 210°. (C) Reduced number of negative cross peaks due to 
filtering according to 160° < ¢(V2) - ¢l(h) < 200°. (D) Reduced number of negative cross peaks due to filtering according to 170° < ¢l(V2) -
¢l(h) < 90°, Ordinate: VI. Abscissa: h 

(i) Constraints on Phase Lag Values. The relative phase shift 
between two ME signals at wavenumbers VI and V2 may be 
calculated from the synchronous (eq 6) and asynchronous 

(eq 7) correlation functions according to eq 15. 

(15) 
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TABLE 3: Anti-Phase Correlations between Amide I'llI' Components Evaluated by 2D FTIR Spectroscopy (Negative Cross 
Peaks of the Synchronous)" 

correlated infrared bands assignmentsb 

v},cm- 1 V2. cm- l 
relative phase shifts:' 

4>(V2) - 4>(VI), deg 
uncertainties of relative phase shifts:d 

M4>(V2) - 4>(v,)). deg 

1684 1636 176.3 5.0 
anti parallel a-helix 
fi-pleated sheet 
1684 1468 185.8 7.9 
anti parallel a-helix 
fi-pleated sheet 
1658 1608 174.4 5.0 
tum hydrated anti parallel 

fi-pleated sheet 
1636 1615 173.8 2.0 
a-helix antiparallel 

fi-pleated sheet 
1636 1448 171.9 8.1 
a-helix antiparallel 

p-pleated sheet 
1468 1428 184.7 22.7 
a-helix turn 

a Assignment and correlation of the anti-phase components in the amide I' and amide II' regions related to a-helix. antiparallel fi-pleated sheet, 
and tum structures of a hydrated layer of poly-(L)-Iysine deuteriobromide (PLL) by means of the negative part of the synchronous correlation 
function Il>(VloV2) (Figure 2, eqs 6 and 10). Relative phase shifts 4>(V2) - 4>(VI) have been calculated by means of eq 15, making use of the 
asynchronous correlation function, too. b Standard face for established assignments,l boldface for new assignments found by 2D correlation analysis. 
C The deviation from 1800 by approximately ±IO° may result from the fact that correlation functions are calculated from partially overlapped ME 
spectra, as well as from phase lags introduced by the kinetics of the stimulated process. d Statistical uncertainties calculated according to eqs 19 and 
21 with ~a = 0.5 mAU as absorbance error with 95% confidence limit. The real uncertainties may be considerably higher due to intrinsic systematic 
uncertainties of 2D correlation analysis because of band overlapping in the basic ME spectra, see Appendix. 

By this way it is possible to filter the data in a 2D plot of <1>
(Vj,V2) or W(VI,V2) with respect to relative phase shifts as 
described below. 

Figure 4 shows 2D-IR plots with cross peaks corresponding 
to the maxima of the synchronous correlation function of PLL. 
Figure 4A is somewhat the top view of Figure 2A, indicating 
almost all maxima of the synchronous correlation spectrum of 
PLL except those smaller than 11100 of the largest. The 
intensity of the cross-correlation function corresponding to each 
peak in Figure 4A is schematically represented by three different 
sizes of filled circles. The smallest circles correspond to low 
intensity values between 3 and 8 mAU2, whereas the middle 
and large sized circles correspond to the intensity ranges 8 to 
30 mAUZ, and 30 to 300 mAUZ, respectively. The filled circles 
on the diagonal represent the auto-correlation integral featuring 
the wavenumbers of the peak maxima of the ME spectrum. The 
intensity of an off diagnoal peak depends on the relative phase 
shift between two bands at different wavenumbers according 
to eq 6. The maximum is reached at equal absolute phase shifts, 
i.e. CP(V2) - cp(VI) = 0°. However, since positive cross peaks 
of the synchronous correlation function are expected in the range 
-90° < cp(V2) - CP(VI) < 90°, it may be difficult to get 
significant information on the actual relative phase shifts from 
a synchronous 2D plot <I>(Vj,V2) as shown by Figures 2 and 4A. 
This problem may be overcome by filtering a given range of 
the relative phase shift, e.g. -30° < CP(V2) - CP(VI) < 30° (Figure 
4B), -20° < cp(V2) - CP(VI) < 20° (Figure 4C), and -10° < 
cp(V2) - cp(VI) < 10° (Figure 4D), respectively. This procedure 
enhances considerably the reliability of phase correlation, 
because positive cross-peaks representing a narrow range of 
relevant relative phase shifts may be separated from the large 
'number of positive peaks in the original 2D diagram. Thus, 
the correlation squares formed by the cross peaks and the 
autopeaks in Figure 4D indicate the infrared components which 
are in-phase. 

As an example the two bands at 1684 and 1615 cm- I produce 
two cross peaks which together with the diagonal peaks form a 
square, i.e. the relative phase shift between the two signals 
should be within -10° < CP(V2) - 4>(vJ) < 10°. Indeed this is 

the case, since the two absorption bands are typical for 
antiparallel pleated sheet structure with an actual relative phase 
shift of 0°. 

Moreover, two interesting correlations between 163611468 
cm- I and 161511448 cm- I should be mentioned. It concerns 
correlations between the amide l' and amide II' regions. The 
first couple is related to the a.-helical structure, while the second 
couple corresponds to anti parallel {3-pleated sheet. The results 
of the analysis of the synchronous correlation function are sum
marized in Table 2. The wavenumbers of the band positions 
indicated in Table 2 correspond to the values obtained from 
2D-IR correlation analysis. They are slightly different (~v = 
±1 cm- I ) from those obtained by curve-fitting analysis (Table 
1) which might result from the fact that correlation analysis 
was performed with partially overlapped ME spectra (Figure 
IB,C). 

Figure 5A presents the 2D-IR plot of the negative cross peaks 
of the synchronous correlation spectrum of PLL resulting from 
ME bands with relative phase shifts in the range of 90° < CP(V2) 
- cp(VI) < 270°. Almost all negative peaks are shown except 
those, which are smaller than 1/100 of the largest one. As 
above, the magnitudes of cross peaks are indicated by three 
sizes of filled circles: low intensity, -3 to -8 mAU2, medium 
intensity, -8 to -30 mAU2; and high intensity, -30 to -300 
mAU2, respectively. Figure 5B, 5C, and 5D present the same 
2D-IR data, except that constraints were used. As mentioned 
above, the negative cross peaks of the synchronous correlation 
function reflect relative phase shifts in the range of 90° < 4>(V2) 
- CP(VI) < 270°. A more precise information on the relative 
phase shift between two corresponding ME bands is now 
achieved by phase filtering as performed above with positive 
cross peaks. Concentrating e.g. on two anti-phase signals, i.e. 
cp(V2) - cp(VI) = 180° and neglecting all cross peaks of Figure 
5A that are out of the ranges 150° < CP(V2) - cp(vJ) < 2100 

(Figure 5B), 1600 < CP(V2) - CP(VI) < 2000 (Figure 5C), and 
1700 < CP(V2) - CP(VI) < 1900 (Figure 5D), respectively. This 
phase filtering was also based on eq 15 which enabled the 
calculation of the mean relative phase shift at any point (vj, V2) 
of the 2D plot. 
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Figure 6. Reduction of the number of cross-correlation peak extreme values of the asynchronous correlation function of PLL shown as 2D FTIR 
plot in Figure 3 and Figure 6A by limiting the range of admitted relative phase shifts !/>(V2) -!/>(VI) between two correlated bands at VI and V2. Cross 
peak intensities are visualized by the size of filled (positive peaks) and empty (negative peaks) circles: big size, medium size, and small size circles 
denote absolute correlation intensities between 300.0-30.0 mAlP, 30.0-8.0 mAlP, and 8.0-3.0 mAlP, respectively. The diagnonal peaks (auto 
peaks) indicate the positions ofT-MEIR vibrations in the spectral range 1700-1400 em-I. (A) All positive and negative cross peaks except those 
with absolute intensities smaller than 3.0 mAlP. (B) Reduced number of cross peaks due to filtering according to 60° < !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) < 120° and 
-60° > !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) > 120°. (C) Reduced number of cross peaks due to filtering according to 70° < !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) < 110°, and -70° > !/>(V2) 
- !/>(VI) > -110°. (D) Reduced number of cross peaks due to filtering according to 80° < !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) < 100°. and -800 > !/>(V2) - !/>(VI) > 
-1000

• Corresponding positive and negative ranges ofrelative phase shifts are distinguished by positive (full circles) and negative (empty circles) 
cross peaks in the lower right comer of the 2D plot. Ordinate: VI. Abscissa: V2. 

As an example, correlations among amide I' components, 
amide II' components, and between amide I' and amide II' 
components are discussed. The 2D plot shown in Figure 5D 
enables the formation of three correlation squares within the 
amide I' band. The first to be mentioned is 165811608 cm- 1• 

The 1658 cm- 1 component is heavily overlapped and of weak 
intensity, so that it does not appear as auto-peak in the diagonal 
of Figure 5D. However, due to the correlation of this band 
with the very intense component at 1608 cm-1 there is still a 
significant cross-peak after filtering, giving strong evidence for 
a partner component at 1658 cm- 1 (see also eq 9 with 
comments). This finding from correlation analysis is validated 
by curve fitting (ill.2.). As a consequence, one has to conclude 
a rather direct conversion between a hydrated metastable 
antiparallel pleated sheet (1608 cm- 1) and a fi-tum structure 
(tentati ve assignment) absorbing at 1658 cm -1. Two further 
correlations within amide I' are clearly resolved, namely 16841 
1635 cm- 1 and 163511615 cm-1, respectively. Both are related 
to the same process, the conversion of the a.-helix (1635 cm- 1) 

to a stable antiparallel pleated sheet (1684 cm- 1 and 1615 cm-1). 

There are two further anti-phase correlations between the amide 
I' and amide II' regions: The 168411468 cm- 1 and the 16351 
1448 cm- 1 couples, featuring the a. to fi conversion, too (see 
Figure 5D and Table 3). The absence of the cross peak between 
1614 cm-1 and 1468 cm-1 in Figure 5D is astonishing, because 
on the one hand both, the intense 1614 cm -1 band and the weak 
1684 cm- 1 band result from the same antiparallel fi structure, 
and on the other hand according to eq 9 and Figure IB the 
1614 cm-1 band should result in a much more intense cross
peak due to its considerably higher intensity in the spectra. 
However, this cross-peak appears, as soon as the filter window 
is opened to 160° < ¢(V2) - ¢(Vl) < 200°, see Figure 5C. Thus 
one may expect the corresponding relative phase shift to be 
somewhat smaller than 180°, in agreement with the more 
accurate data from line shape analysis (see Table I). 

A further anti-phase correlation within the amide II' band is 
found between 1468 cm- 1 (a. helix) and 1428 cm- 1 (probably 
f3 tum39). The results of the anti-phase correlation analysis are 
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TABLE 4: Orthogonal-Phase Correlations between Amide I'llI' Components Evaluated by 2D FTIR Spectroscopy (Positive and 
Negative Cross Peaks of the Asynchronous)" 

correlated infrared band assignmenti' 

1684 
antiparallel 
,8-pleated sheet 
1658 
tum 

1658 
tum 

1636 
a-helix 

1615 
antiparallel 
,8-pleated sheet 
1615 
anti parallel 
,8-pleated sheet 
1608 
hydrated antiparallel 
,8-pleated sheet 

1608 
hydrated antiparallel 
,8-pleated sheet 
1615 
antiparallel 
,8-pleated sheet 
1448 
hydrated antiparaUel 
p-pleated sheet 
1608 
hydrated antiparallel 
,8-pleated sheet 
1608 
hydrated antiparallel 
,8-pleated sheet 
1496 

1448 
antiparallel 
p-pleated sheet 

relative phase shift:" 
¢(V2) - ¢(Vl), deg 

276.6 

86.3 

84.2 

81.9 

271.9 

277.1 

89.8 

uncertainties ofrelative phase shifts:d 

~r¢(V2) - ¢(VI)], deg 

4.9 

4.7 

9.1 

2.2 

2.1 

50.0 

a Assignment and correlation of the components in the amide I' and amide II' regions related to a-helix, antiparallel ,8-pleated sheet, and turn 
structures of a hydrated layer of poly-(L)-Iysine deuteriobromide (PLL) featuring relative phase shifts near 900 (positive cross peaks) and near 2700 

(-900
) (negative cross peaks) by means of the asynchronous correlation function IJI(V),V2) (Figures 3 and 6, eqs 7 and II). Relative phase shifts 

¢(V2) - ¢(Vl) have been calculated by means of eq 15, making use of the synchronous correlation function, too. b Standard face for established 
assignments, I boldface for new assignments found by 2D correlation analysis. C The deviation from 90 0 and 2700 (-90 0

), respectively, may result 
from the fact that correlation functions are calculated from partially overlapped ME spectra as well as from phase lags introduced by the kinetics 
of the stimulated process. d Statistical uncertainties calculated according to eqs 19 and 21 with ~a = 0.5 mAU as absorbance error with 95% 
confidence limit. The real uncertainties may be considerably higher due to intrinsic systematic uncertainties of 2D correlation analysis because of 
band overlapping in the basic ME spectra, see Appendix. 

summarized in Table 3. They are consistent with the assign
ments obtained from in-phase correlation analysis (Table 2). 
Wavenumbers obtained by 2D-IR analysis differ slightly from 
those indicated in Table 1 (curve/phase fitting analysis). For 
the sake of comparison, the corresponding wavenumbers are 
listed here: 1684/1685cm-I, 1636/1635cm-I, 1658/1661 cm- I, 

and 161511614 cm- I . 

The 2D-IR plot of the asynchronous correlation function W
(Vj,V2) can provide additional insight into the assignment of the 
components in the amide II' region (Figure 6). According to 
eq 7, W(VI,V2) is zero for in-phase and anti-phase signals. 
Maxima are reached at cP(V2) - cP(VI) = +900 (-270°), whereas 
the minima appear at cP(V2) - cP(VI) = 270° (-90°). Corre
sponding cross peaks which are symmetric to the diagonal of 
the 2D plot of W(VI,V2) have always opposite sign, because the 
sine function (see eq 7) is an odd function. Therefore, 
correlation squares are constructed by using the corresponding 
couple of positive (filled circle) and negative (empty circle) off 
diagonal peaks (see Figure 6). As in the synchronous plot, the 
positions of the peaks on the diagonal correspond to the band 
positions in the spectrum. 

Figure 6A represents the asynchronous correlation function 
eq 7. The 2D plot was calculated by means of eqs 11-13. 
Filtering by means of eq 15 according to the constraints 60° < 
cP(V2) - cP(VI) < 120° for cross peak maxima and 240° < cP(V2) 
- cP(VI) < 300° for cross peak minima resulted in Figure 6B. 
Further narrowing of the band pass to 70° < cP(V2) - cP(VI) < 
110° and 250° > cP(V2) - cP(VI) > 290° (Figure 6C), as well as 
80° < cP(V2) - cP(VI) < 100° and 260° > cP(V2) - cP(VI) > 280° 
(Figure 6D) resulted in enhanced reliability in phase correlation 
between components of the amide I' and amide II' components. 

Considering, e.g. the 1658 and 1615 cm- I infrared compo
nents in the asynchronous 2D-IR plot (Figure 6D), it follows 
that the cross peak at VI = 1658 cm- I and V2 = 1615 cm- I is 

positive, i.e. the relative phase shifts are expected to be in the 
range 80° < cP(V2) - cP(VI) < 100°. This is at least in qualitative 
agreement with absolute phase shifts determined by means of 
amplitude/phase fitting. As concluded from Table 1 that cP(V2 
= 1614 cm- I ) - cP(VI = 1661 cm- I ) = -300° (60°). Since 
the 1448 cm- I component of the amide II' band was found to 
result from the anti parallel f3 structure (see Table 2), one should 
expect the same relative phase shift with respect to the 1658 
cm- I component. This is indeed the case as reflected by the 
positive cross peak (full circle) at VI = 1658 cm- I/v2 = 1448 
cm- I in Figure 6D. There are two further couples resulting in 
positive cross peaks at the lower right comer of the correspond
ing correlation squares, namely VI = 1615 cm- I/v2 = 1608 
cm- I , and VI = 1684 cm- I/v2 = 1608 cm- I, respectively. As 
a consequence, one would conclude a relative phase shift of 
cP(V2) - cP(VI) = +90° ± 10° between the stable anti parallel 
f3-sheet (1615/1684 cm- I ) and the hydrated (transient) f3-sheet 
at 1608 cm- I . Considering Table 1, this finding is also in 
qualitative agreement with amplitude/phase-fitting results. The 
quantitative deviation by more than 20° most probably results 
from the fact that 2D correlation analysis does not take account 
of component overlapping and therefore may result in consider
able systematic errors by phase distortion. Finally, there are 
two correlations featuring relative phase shifts near cP(V2) - cP(VI) 
= 270° as concluded from negative lower right cross peaks 
(open circle) in Figure 5D. The corresponding frequencies are 
VI = 1636 cm- I/v2 = 1608 cm- I, and VI = 1608 cm- I/v2 = 
1448 cm- I , respectively. VI = 1636 cm- l denotes the a-helix 
(amide 1'), and V2 = 1448 cm- l is the antiparallel f3-sheet (amide 
II'). These findings are consistent with the results obtained 
above. Since on the one hand we have got a relative phase 
shift near 90° between antiparallel f3-sheet (1615 cm- l ) and 
hydrated antiparallel f3-sheet (1608 cm- I ), and on the other hand 
the relative phase shift between a-helix (1636 cm- I ) and anti-
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Figure 7. Three-dimensional fishnet plots of the lower right comer (vz = 1500-1400 cm- l (amide II') and VI = 1700-1600 cm- l (amide 1') of 
the general correlation function K(Vj,V2,qJ) of T-MEIR spectra of poly-(L)-lysine deuteriobromide (PLL, Figure IB) calculated by means of eq 8 as 
a linear combination of the synchronous (<<I>(Vj,V2), Figure 2), and asynchronous ('V(VI,VZ), Figure 3) correlation functions by setting the correlation 
angle qJ to 0°, -30°, -60°, -90°, -120° and -150°, respectively. According to eq 16, K(vj,vz,qJ) becomes maximum if the relative phase shift 
equals the correlation angle, i.e. qJ = ¢(V2) - ¢(Vl). For the sake of clarity, negative signals have not been plotted. Mesh width approximately 5 
ern-I. 

parallel ,B-sheet (1615 cm- I ) was found to be near 180°, we 
have to expect cp(vz = 1608 cm- I ) - cp(VI = 1636 cm- I ) ~ 
270° (~-900). Looking at the second negative lower right cross 
peak in Figure 5D at VI = 1448 cm- I (antiparallel ,B-sheet, 
a~de II') and Vz = 1608 cm- I (hydrated antiparallel,B-sheet, 
amide I') one may conclude a relative phase shift of cp(vz = 
1608 cm- I ) - CP(VI = 1448 cm- I ) ~ 270° which is consistent 
with the finding cp(vz = 1615 cm- I , antiparallel,B-sheet) - CP(VI 
= 1608 cm- I , hydrated antiparallel,B-sheet) ~ 90° as deter
mined above. The results from asynchronous correlation 
analysis are summarized in Table 4. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that phase filtering is not 

restricted to components featuring relative phase shifts near 0°, 
180°, 90°, and 270° as demonstrated in the example above. 
Equation 15 may be used for selecting any arbitrary relative 
phase shift cp(vz) - CP(VI)' 

(ii) Phase Dependent 2D-IR Correlation Analysis. A further, 
alternative analytical access to phase-resolved modulation data 
is based on the use of the general form of the correlation integral 
K(v"vz,q:J), see eq 8. Up to now correlation analysis was carried 
out on the basis of cI>(v"vz), the synchronous, and 'I'(VI,VZ), 
the asynchronous correlation functions as described by eqs 6 
and 7. This was equivalent to setting the correlation angle q:J 

to 0° and 90°, respectively. 
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TABLE 5: Phase Correlations between Amide I'llI' Components Evaluated by Phase Dependent 2D FTIR Correlation 
AnalysisQ 

correlated infrared bands assignmentsb 
relative phase shifts: uncertainties of relative phase shifts:'" ref values of relative phase shifts:d 

v],cm~l V2, cm- 1 [cfJ(h) - cfJ(Vl)]. deg !l.[cfJ(V2) - cfJ(vl)l. deg fcfJ(V2) - cfJ(Vl)]. deg 

1684 1615 0' 4.8 3 
anti parallel anti parallel 
{3-pleated sheet {3-pleated sheet 
1658 1636 -12<1 4.7 -126 
turn a-helix 
1683 1486 0 19.7 6 
antiparallel antiparanel 
{3-pleated sheet p-pleated sheet 
1684 1426 -30 22.3 -29 
antiparallel turn 
{3-pleated sheet 
1636 1468 -15' 1.3 -2 
a-helix a.-helix 
1615 1448 -IS' 1.6 0 
anti parallel antiparallel 
{3-pleated sheet p-pleated sheet 

a Assignment and correlation of the components in the amide I' and amide II' regions related to a-helix, anti parallel {3-pleated sheet. and turn 
structures of a hydrated layer of POlY-(L)-lysine deuteriobrornide (PLL) evaluated by means of the general correlation function K(Vl.V2,tp). eqs 8 and 
16. Relative phase shifts cfJ(V2) - cfJ(Vl) have been determined by searching the maxima of K(Vj,V2,tp). Corresponding results obtained by amplitude/ 
phase fitting are indicated as reference data. b Standard face for established assignments, j boldface for new assignments found by 2D correlation 
analysis. '" Statistical uncertainties calculated according to eqs 19,21, and 22 with ~a = 0.5 mAU as absorbance error with 95% confidence limit. 
The real uncertainties may be considerably higher due to intrinsic systematic uncertainties of 2D correlation analysis because of band overlapping 
in the basic ME spectra, see Appendix. d Relative phase shifts calculated from absolute phase shifts determined by amplitude/phase fitting. see 
Table 1. Slight deviations in the wavenumbers may result from band overlapping in the ME spectra used for the correlation analysis. The results 
obtained by amplitude/phase fitting are taken as reference values, because they are considered to have the highest reliability. e For comparison with 
values obtained by phase filtering (constraints on phase lag), see Table 2. fThe value by phase filtering (constraints on phase lag) was calculated 
as a linear combination of three correlation partners and resulted in cfJ(V2) - cfJ(Vl) = -103°. 

The use of cp as a free parameter, which can assume any value 
between 0° and 360°, results in cross peaks in the 2D plot that 
will reach the maxima for relative phase shifts 4>(V2) - 4>(VI) 
equal the selected correlation phase cp, which is easily verified 
by writing eq 8 in the form 

Minima are reached at (4)(V2) - 4>(VI)) - cp = 180° (anti
phase). Moreover, the cross peaks vanish if corresponding 
correlation phases are set ±90° apart from their maxima or 
minima, i.e. (4)(V2) - 4>(VI)) - cp = ±90°. These zero-crossing 
points are generally easier to be detected than peak extrema 
and are therefore of practical interest for relative phase shift 
determination. 

It is easily recognized that the separated analysis of the 
synchronous and asynchronous correlation functions, as per
formed so far (see above and refs 21-23), was a special case 
of the procedure applied in this section. This method was 
described for the first time in ref 36 and preliminary results 
have been presented recently.50 

As an example, Figure 7 shows relevant off-diagonal regions 
(only lower right comer) of the cross-correlation integral 
K(vI,v2,cp).calculated for correlation angles of cp = 0°, -30°, 
-60°, -90°, -120°, and -150°, respectively. Observing a 
typical cross signal, e.g. the 1685/1428 cm- I cross-correlation 
peak on the phase-dependent course through these diagrams, 
one recognizes that this peak becomes maximum near cp ~ - 30° 

, (mesh width ~ 5 cm-I). This finding is supported by the zero
crossing at cp ~ -120°. It should be noted that negative bands 
are suppressed in these plots, i.e. the cross peak under 
consideration is already negative at cp = -150°, but not shown 
in the plot. Therefore, we may estimate the relative phase shift 
between the bands at VI = 1685 cm-I (antiparallel pleated sheet) 
and V2 = 1485 cm-I (,B-tum) to be 4>(V2) - 4>(VI) ~ -30° (330°), 
in very good agreement with amplitude/phase fitting results (see 
Tables 1 and 5). Table 5 summarizes the results and the 

estimated uncertainties achieved by this approach. For the sake 
of comparison, 4>(V2) - 4>(VI) values determined by amplitudel 
phase fitting are also shown. 

IV. Discussion 

The aim of this work was the presentation of sophisticated 
experimental and statistical techniques that enable the analysis 
of strongly overlapped bands with respect to molecular structure 
with more reliability than generally achievable by standard 
methods. Two different ways of analysis and interpretation of 
phase-resolved modulation spectra have been presented and 
compared with each other, namely (i) curve fitting combined 
with phase fitting of each isolated band component, and (ii) 
the 2D-IR correlation analysis. 

The basis is modulated excitation infrared (MEIR) spectros
copy, an experimental technique which can be applied if the 
sample exhibits structural and/or chemical alterations induced 
by periodic external stimulation. If this condition is fulfilled, 
MEIR spectroscopy enables the measurement of highly accurate 
difference spectra. However, maximum information is obtained 
from MEIR spectroscopy if the frequency of the external 
stimulation and the reaction kinetics of the stimulated process 
are in the same time range, i.e. 0.1 S Wm 0; S 10, where Wm 

denotes the modulation frequency and 01 the i-th relaxation time 
(i = 1,2, ... , N) of the process. In this case significant differences 
between the measured phase shifts between system responses 
and stimulation (absolute phase shifts) as well as between 
modulated responses of different parts of the molecule (relative 
phase shifts) may be expected. There is a direct relation 
between these phase shifts and reaction scheme of the stimulated 
process,17,19 thus enabling the elucidation of reaction mecha
nisms and kinetics. 

Two different ways of analysis and interpretation of phase
resolved modulation spectra have been presented and compared 
with each other, namely (i) curve fitting combined with phase 
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fitting of each isolated band component, and (ii) the 2D-IR 
correlation analysis. 

Since band components of the MEIR spectrum that exhibit 
the same absolute phase shift ¢(v) (see eq 2) most probably 
result from the same species of the excited system (e.g. 
functional group), one may apply statistical methods such as 
cross correlation analysis to localize correlated absorption bands 
in a complex spectrum. This post-treatment of MEIR spectra 
was performed for the first time by Noda and co-workers21 - Z3 

based on MEIR spectra of a polymer film excited by periodic 
stretching. So far, cross-correlation analysis was always 
performed on the basis of the synchronous lI>(vJ, V2) and 
asynchronous lP(VI,f!z) correlation functions (eqs 6 and 7) which 
result from the correlation integral K(VJ,V2,<P) (eq 8) for the 
selected correlation angles <p = 0° and <p = 90°. In this paper 
we have shown that the reliability for the evaluation of the 
relative phase shift between a couple of MEIR signals can be 
significantly enhanced either by using phase filtering (eq 15) 
or by considering the correlation angle <p as a free parameter 
of the correlation integral K(VI,V2,<P) (eq 16). These two 
methods enable the most general 2D correlation analysis of 
MEIR spectra. They have been validated in this paper by 
application to reversible, temperature-induced periodic confor
mational changes (T-MEIR) of polY-(L)-lysine hydrobromide 
(PLL), which for many years was used as a valuable model 
peptide for studying the mechanism of the a. helix to antiparallel 
f3 sheet conversion, a complex conformational change of a 
macromolecule with biological background.30- 35 

Both methods, phase filtering (constraints on phase lag values) 
as well as phase dependent 2D-IR correlation analysis, have 
turned out to provide enhanced reliability for the assignment 
of unknown band components in overlapped T-MEIR spectra 
of complex molecules. Relative phase shifts between T-MEIR 
bands, which are of predominant importance for the evaluation 
of the reaction mechanism and the kinetics, have been found to 
be in a satisfactory agreement with the conventional, most 
accurate but also most time-consuming method of curve/phase 
fitting (see Table 5). Relative phase shifts determined by 2D 
analysis may deviate by 10° to 30° from the curve/phase-fitting 
(reference) data, because phase correlation is performed with 
the original spectra, featuring in many cases T-MEIR bands 
which are superimposed by T-MEIR components with different 
relaxation times (different normal spectra). As a consequence, 
any evaluation of relative phase angle differences according to 
~qs 15 and 16 can only result in mean informations ¢(V2) -
¢(VI) typical for the composed T-MEIR absorbances at wave
numbers VI and V2. It should be noted, however, that in the 
case of PLL this systematic error remained relatively small as 
concluded from a comparison of Tables 2-5 with Table 1. Thus, 
2D data can be used for a preliminary and rapid dynamic and 
mechanistic analysis of a periodically stimulated process. 
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V. Appendix: Error Analysis 

V.I. Curve-Fitting Analysis and Phase Correlation. On 
the basis of experimental error ~a.(v) = ~Mo(v) of ME 
absorbance spectra and the propagation of this uncertainty 
through the least squares procedures, one may estimate the 
relative mean error of calculated phase shifts to be ~¢(v)/¢(v) 
~ 0.05.36 For a more detailed discussion the reader is referred 
to ref 39. 

V.2. Correlation Functions. The practical calculation of 
the standard deviations of the synchronous (II» and asynchro
nous (lP) correlation functions is based on eqs 10 and 11, 
respectively. Denoting an arbitrary ME spectrum by a.'(v), the 
orthogonal ME spectrum by a."(v), and the corresponding 
experimental errors by ~a.'(v) and ~a."(v), one obtains for 
the statistical error of the synchronous correlation function 
II>(VI,V2) 

~<I>(VI'V2) = ~[a.'(VI)Z ~a.'(V2)2 + a.'(vi ~a.'(VI)Z + 

a."(vi ~a."(V2) + a."(vi ~a."(VI)2]l/2 (17) 

The corresponding expression for the asynchronous correlation 
function is given by 

~lP(VI' v2) = ~[a.'(VI)2 ~a."(VZ)2 + a."(vz)z ~a.'(VI)2 + 
a.'(V2)2 ~a."(v/ + a."(vl)z ~a.'(Vi]l/2 (18) 

Assuming equal, wavenumber independent uncertainties ~a. for 
all ME absorbance spectra, which is approximately fulfilled, 
eqs 17 and 18 reduce to 

~<I>(VI'V2) = ~'P(vl'vz) = 

~2a. a.'(VI)2 + a.'(VZ)2 + a."(vll + a."(vi (19) 

i.e. the synchronous and asynchronous correlation functions 
exhibit the same uncertainties under this assumption. 

V.3. Constraints on Phase Lag Values. Phase filtering is 
based on eq 15 which enables the calculation of the mean 
relative phase shift ¢(V2) - ¢(VI) at any point (vJ, V2) of the 
2D plot. The uncertainty ~[¢(V2) - ¢(vd] may now be ob
tained by calculating the propagation of the standard deviations 
of the correlation functions, eqs 17 and 18, through eq 15. One 
obtains 

Assuming as above a constant uncertainty ~a. of the absorbance 
ME spectra, eq 20 reduces to 

~<I>(i\,vZ) 
McfJ(v2) - ¢(v1)] = (21) 

J<I>(vl'vi + lP(VI'V2)2 

Equations 19 and 21 have been applied in this paper. 
V.4. Phase-Dependent 2D-IR Correlation Analysis. In 

this approach the correlation angle <p has to be varied until the 
maximum of the correlation function K(V],V2,<P) is reached at 
the cross peak (V],V2) of the 2D plot. The question is, how 
does an uncertainty ~<p of the correlation angle influence the 
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relative phase shift ¢(V2) - ¢(Vl) to be determined? According 
to eq 16 the correlation angle equals the relative phase shift at 
the maximum of K(Vl,V2,CP), i.e. cP = ¢(V2) - ¢(Vl). As a 
consequence, the uncertainty of /),.cp equals that of the relative 
phase shift, i.e. 

(22) 

On the other hand M¢(V2) - ¢(Vl)] is given by eq 20 or 21. 
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